CLIPPERS: A case report with radiology, three serial biopsies and a literature review.
Chronic lymphocytic inflammation with pontine perivascular enhancement responsive to steroids (CLIPPERS) is a rare central nervous system inflammatory disorder primarily affecting the brainstem and cerebellum. We report a case of CLIPPERS in a 45-year-old man presenting with left facial numbness and dizziness. Imaging studies were conducted repeatedly over an 8-year follow-up period. Given diagnostic uncertainty in the early stages of the disease, three serial biopsies were obtained, which together with the clinical and radiological findings, led to the diagnosis. This case highlights the diagnostic challenges regarding the rare entity of CLIPPERS and discusses the main differential diagnoses that are necessary to consider. Additionally, some of the atypical features of this case, including the presenting finding of a large, solidly enhancing lesion on radiological imaging and prominent plasma cells on pathology, contribute to expanding the spectrum of appearances for CLIPPERS. .